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Please note
Nothing in this guide
constitutes investment or
legal advice. Nothing is
an offer or invitation to
invest in any investment
product or service. All
trustees and investors
should seek the advice
of suitably qualified
professionals before
acting on any of the
issues raised in this guide.
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About the DCIF
The asset managers that make
up the DCIF believe that a
strong focus on investment is
vital to helping members of DC
pension schemes achieve their
retirement goals.
We believe that access to
the most exciting investment
developments should be

available to everyone, and that
investment excellence is
something to be celebrated.
We commission and share
high-quality research to help
inform the DC investment
discussion, through our thought
leadership papers, roundtables
and events.
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The Chair’s foreword

P

ension fund trustees and independent governance
committees have a lot to keep up with. It is understandably
tempting to put serious conversations about ESG issues at the
bottom of the pile. This often leads to Statements of Investment
Principles which state the bare minimum needed to comply
with the law.
But is that really what members want? In the first part of our
research, we demonstrated that members care a great deal about ESG,
once they understand the issues involved. From research already published
by groups such as UKSIF, it seems that time-pressed DC schemes could be
at risk of cutting corners in an area which matters a great deal to members,
when more thought and consideration is needed.
That’s why the DCIF decided to ask Nick Spencer to write The Good
Citizen’s Guide to ESG. It provides trustees with a clear framework for
formulating an ESG policy. The guide takes you from the beginning to the
end of the journey, from agreeing what matters as a set of decision-makers,
to accounting for regulation, designing a strategy and reviewing it regularly.
As a collective of investment managers, the DCIF is keen to engage with
pension schemes to help them access all the information they need in a
clear and timely manner. That’s why we warmly welcome the all-important
appendix to this report: a questionnaire which pension schemes can put
to their investment managers. We hope this will help schemes to ascertain
how much the managers they entrust with their members’ money have
engaged with these issues and get clear answers to their questions.
We hope this report will be a useful working document for pension
schemes and look forward to answering your questions.

Hilary Inglis
Chair, the DC Investment Forum
First State Investments
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“Market leaders
are already aware
that enhancing
ESG aligns with their
fiduciary duties and
improves members’
long-term returns”
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Beyond the Basics

O

ver the last few years, trustees of Defined Contribution (DC)
pension schemes have been increasing their focus on the degree
to which Environmental, Social and Governance (ESG) factors are
addressed within their funds and for their DC members as a whole.
Once the issues have been explained to them, members
care about ESG. Our survey “The Key to Unlocking Member
Engagement” found that 80% of DC members “would like the way
my pension is invested to do some good as well as provide me with a financial return”.1
Increasing attention from regulators and industry has improved standards, with the
approach to ESG factors explicitly referenced in Statements of Investment Principles
and implementation statements being produced from 2020.
But having addressed the basics, what should DC trustees do next? It seems
obvious that focusing on creating sustainable long-term returns not only
aligns with members’ interests but is also the true financial outcome that
trustees should be targeting.
This guide is written to support DC trustees who are looking to
would like the way their
move up from the basics. It will help them to learn from best practice
pension is invested to do
some good as well as
examples about the next steps they could take and the key areas of
provide them with
focus. Market leaders are already aware that enhancing ESG aligns
a financial return
with their fiduciary duties and improves members’ long-term returns.
Indeed, the objective of improving long-term market returns aligns with
investing to support the long-term society2, i.e. being a good citizen. So,
we have named this guide: “The Good Citizen’s Guide to ESG”.

80%

The seven steps from basic to good citizen
1. Agreeing the destination
	Ensure your fellow trustees are
agreed on the goals
2. Ensuring you’ve done all the basics
Address all the regulatory requirements
3. Designing your strategy
	
Integrate ESG into the design
of your default
4.	Reviewing your equipment
(the portfolios)
	
Confirm that they fully integrate
ESG factors
5.	Engaging
(with your investee companies)
	
Ensure active stewardship of the
investments in your portfolio
6. Measure your progress & report back
	
Role of metrics and reporting
back to members
7. Review & renew

Reference
1 And only 3%
against. See Figure
11 on p25 of our
survey: Janette
Weir, The Key to
Unlocking Member
Engagement: A
Report for the DC
Investment Forum,
Prepared by Ignition
House, (DCIF, 2020)

2 Universal owner
theory highlights
that for investors in
the whole market
improving the
market return can
be as important,
or more important,
than the selection
of active managers.
Ellen Quigley
provides an
overview of the
theory in “Universal
Ownership in the
Anthropocene”,
(2019)
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1.1. C
 reate a common vision
of trustees’ ESG beliefs
ESG leaders almost always refer to the importance of reviewing trustee beliefs to
create a common understanding at the starting of their journey. Most start with each
trustee completing a survey of their beliefs. The responses are collated and reviewed
at a meeting together. It can be helpful for everyone to generate two sets of answers –
what they believe for themselves and what they believe they should do as a trustee.
As a trustee, it is important to recognise that you are exercising discretion on behalf
of the beneficiaries. This means that you must act not only in line with regulations but
also in line with the purpose of the pension fund and as “prudent person”. Further
details are given in the next chapter on the “basics”, but it is important to recognise
that there are likely to be differences between your own preferences and those you
take in your role as a trustee.
Beliefs are not certainties. They can be supported by evidence but are not
guaranteed. This means that almost certainly there will be differences of views on both
individual beliefs and what is appropriate for the trustees to consider. Typically, there
are beliefs that all the trustees can agree on, such as:
•	ESG factors will be financially material to the vast majority of investments.
•	The impact of, and potential policy responses to, climate change
creates both material financial risks and investment opportunities.
•	Good active managers consider how to best account for ESG factors
in their investment processes.
•	Active stewardship of investee companies can improve investment returns.

The impact of,
and potential policy
responses to, climate
change creates both
material financial
risks and investment
opportunities
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How to talk about responsible investment

That’s the easy part. Working with a survey in advance allows the common views
to be agreed quickly, and the focus of the discussion can then be in areas where
trustees may have differences in views, such as if they believe:
•	Companies & investments with stronger alignment
to societal purpose will outperform over the longer term.
•	Companies with poor ESG alignment risk losing their licence
to operate & risk rapid declines in value.
•	Investing in opportunities with strong societal alignment
can improve overall risk/return characteristics of portfolios.
•	It is appropriate to consider the members’ views on non-financial matters
and to take account of them unless there will be a material financial detriment
Each of these beliefs will have consequences for the types of managers and
funds that are selected, along with the criteria against which they will be monitored
and reviewed. Words such as “material” need to be wrestled into a numerical
context – and if not a precise number then an indication of where further discussion
would be required.

The 2018 DCIF report “Navigating ESG:
A practical guide”3 includes an article
on “How to talk about responsible
investment”. The article has many helpful
hints and tips on agreeing common
terms and positions.
In brief, it’s not easy. There are no
common language, terms or usage.
“ESG” is just jargon. What becomes
important is that as a group, you define
what each term means to you – but also
accept that everyone else will continue
to use those same terms differently.
Those newer to the subject may also
enjoy reading the excellent “An
introduction to responsible investment” in
the same guide.
The “How to…” article recommends
the use of “Responsible Investment” as
the best overarching term for ESG &
stewardship. We agree with that and
recommend the use of responsible
investment with members. We have
stuck with “ESG” in this guide, as this is
still the most common usage within the
industry and also reflects the legislative
language.

Reference

3 Gill Wadsworth,
Janette Weir, Nico
Aspinall, Rhys
Williams and Simon
Grover, “Navigating
ESG: A Practical
Guide”, (DCIF
2018)
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1.2. T he Pesky P’s: where’s the proof
and what about the people?

Reference

Much of the challenge when it comes to examining divisive beliefs is that there is no
unequivocal evidence and no clear regulation. (If there was then there wouldn’t be
a debate!) There is a natural desire to want performance evidence to justify beliefs.
On the positive side, there is reasonable evidence that ESG factors improve the
companies’ financial performance with a recent survey showing that CEOs were willing
to pay a 10% premium for companies with a positive ESG record over a negative one.4
However, there are still mixed views on ESG’s impact on investment performance.
The question amounts to how much of the “better” future performance is already
reflected in the price. Academic evidence has been limited but it is slowly supporting
better ESG leading to better investment performance as well as better corporate
performance.5 However, the impact of restrictions and outperformance of “sin stocks”
is widely contested with other research stating there is a trade-off and ESG-aligned
portfolios have lower risk-adjusted returns.6 Some of the more recent studies have
focused on the materiality within ESG scores as a way to improve their effectiveness for
improving investment performance.7
As a whole, most studies show that favouring ESG factors elements does not hinder
investment performance, but typically there is not the unequivocal evidence to show
they improve it. As with most investment decisions, there’s not a guaranteed route to
extra returns. What is clear is that active investment managers need to understand ESG
factors as they are material to future company performance. And whilst ESG factors
won’t necessarily generate additional returns, trustees who review the evidence
typically find that directly incorporating ESG factors is not expected to harm long-term
returns either.

What is clear
is that active
investment managers
need to understand
ESG factors as they
are material to
future company
performance

4 McKinsey &
Company, “The
ESG premium:
New perspectives
on value and
performance”,
online survey,
(February 12, 2020)
5 Eccles, Robert
G., Ioannou,
Ioannis and
Serafeim, George,
“The Impact
of Corporate
Sustainability on
Organizational
Processes and
Performance”,
Management
Science, (2014)
6 Pedersen, Lasse
Heje, Fitzgibbons,
Shaun and Pomorski,
Lukasz, “Responsible
Investing: The ESGEfficient Frontier”,
NYU Stern School of
Business, (2019)
7 Steinbarth,
Bennett, “Targeting
the ESG Issues
that impact
performance – the
material ESG score”,
Russell Investments,
(2018)
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There is also an increasing movement towards the trustees being aware of
their members’ views. There are emerging public interest campaigns, such as
the MakeMyMoneyMatter8 campaign, which are encouraging members
to make their views known to trustees.
Members’ common values can be an important element of
believe businesses h
 ave a
the overall pension fund purpose: for example, it is unlikely to be
wider social responsibility than
simply making a profit in 2020,
appropriate for a medical cancer research charity to invest in
up from 81% in 2018
tobacco. Furthermore, our survey showed that 87% of DC member
believe that businesses have a wider social responsibility than simply
making a profit.9 So even when there is not an unequivocal member link
to an ESG element, their interests in broader social responsibility should not
be ignored.
The newest way to gauge member views is using Fintech. Some DC
schemes are piloting apps such as Tumelo to engage with their members. This helps
the trustees get feedback on members’ preferences on key voting and stewardship
issues. But it is also seen as helping overall member engagement and broader aims
such as increasing contributions and getting death benefit forms completed.
In taking account of member views, it’s important to get the right balance of
representativeness, in investment materiality and in practicality. Trustees need to be
aware of the risks of just following a “vocal minority” but not let this prevent them
considering the views of the whole membership. Where schemes are related to an
employer with clearly stated corporate values these can be a helpful starting point for
considering what values members might share.

87%

Reference

8 makemymoney
matter.co.uk
9 “Groundswell of
interest continues
to grow”, see Figure
2 on p11 of our
survey: Janette
Weir, The Key to
Unlocking Member
Engagement: A
Report for the DC
Investment Forum,
Prepared by Ignition
House, (DCIF, 2020)
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Case study:
Taking members’ views into
consideration – can we be sure
of what they are thinking?

In June 2018, large Dutch pension scheme DetailHandel10 made a radical decision: it
would survey its members on sustainable investments, and it would be bound by the
results. Letting the members decide was almost certainly a world first.
The questions that the Board wanted to test were the members’ agreement to
the three SDGs11 in the existing policy, whether there was a desire to do more,
and if in doing more whether they should include a fourth SDG (“responsible
consumption and production”) in their socially responsible investment policy.
They were also going to move from using their policy as an engagement focus to
using it to inform investment strategy.
They engaged Maastricht University to help research and review the survey. The
outcomes, “Get Real! Individuals Prefer More Sustainable Investments”12 showed not
only support for each question including the addition of the fourth SDG but broad
acceptance even it reduced returns. Furthermore, the academics were able to test
a range of different assumptions on the validity and robustness of the results, including
default effects, financial expectations, alignment with social preferences, and to
eliminate confusion and misunderstanding. The results were robust to each of these tests.
Soon after the survey results were published, the board decided to add the fourth
SDG. It then developed a passive investment strategy to incorporate all four SDGs
which was launched in 2019.
Few UK trustees would be ready to hand investment strategy decisions to a survey
of their members. But the results, and particularly their robustness to academic scrutiny,
should give pause for thought on the relevance of collecting views. A well-constructed
survey can give clear, thoughtful answers on their views and expectations with an
understanding of the potential trade-offs. And if you are not aligning with your
members’ views… then whose views are you aligning with?

Reference

10 DetailHandel is
an industry-wide
Dutch pension
scheme covering
the retail sector
employees. It
supports the pension
savings for slightly
over a million
participants, former
participants and
pensioners.
11 SDG is UN
Sustainable
Development Goals
12 Bauer, Rob, Ruof,
Tobias and Smeets,
Paul, “Get Real!
Individuals Prefer
More Sustainable
Investments”, (2019)
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1.3. Agreeing the destination
A robust discussion and drawing conclusions on the beliefs will help define
what’s needed in for setting the ESG destination. It will be important to
reflect on how these factors will influence your investment strategy and
your expectations and monitoring of your investment portfolio.
A discussion on the less certain beliefs and getting the balance right on
member views reflect more challenging areas that the trustees need to
consider. There are no right or wrong answers. As good citizens, the key
is not to wimp out. If you only reflect the beliefs that all the trustees can
easily agree on, these are unlikely to reflect the values of the members.
It’s important to work through the difficult areas and if not achieve
unanimity on each belief, a consensus on the whole as being suitable.
Following these discussions, the trustees may wish to state a broader
ambition:

“investing for a
future that we want
to retire into”

“aligning for a
net-zero carbon
economy”

These typically follow after more experience, but setting them can help
focus the overarching efforts and raise expectations.

Agreeing beliefs: different trustees’ reflections

“I was pretty committed to the integration of ESG factors but there
was a range of views across the board. Coming together to openly
discuss what we meant by the different terms and separating the
“ethical” from “financial” was incredibly helpful in our coming to a
collective view. We needed to move on from the perspective that it
was a secondary consideration and understand it is a fundamental
investment factor.”

“My starting point was that we shouldn’t be doing “ESG”. Our focus
was (and still 100% is) the long-term financial future for our members.
However, from the discussions, I saw the financial impacts that
arise from different ESG aspects. It really helped to separate the
financial factors from the non-financial (or ethical) ones. I also saw
the bigger picture – how focusing on ESG factors helps support the
environment around us which then supports the economy and all our
financial futures. As an operations person, I find having ESG metrics to
understand our portfolios and then quiz managers extremely valuable.
In my view, if you’re not measuring, you are not managing. Having
both the numbers and the broader picture has helped me go from a
sceptic to one of the main advocates for ESG in our scheme.”

CONTENTS

1.4. The challenge of change
Along with the changes in the industry and regulations, members’ views of
society have shifted. Our DC member survey highlights people’s increasing
interest in social and environmental issues. For example, relative to just two years
ago, 85% of members were more likely to try to reduce their use of plastic, 84%
more likely to recycle waste and 74% to boycott a firm based on how they treat
their workers.13
These shifts and increasing expectations mean that these beliefs and impacts
will need to be kept under regular review. A tipping point may be reached
where there is enough support for a particular belief to include it as part of the
destination.
In determining actions that arise from each of the next steps to good
citizenship, there will be a bias to avoid trading costs and thus keep to the
legacy approaches. But the impact of trading costs should not be seen as
an insurmountable barrier. The daily volatility of markets can often be greater
than trading costs and over the average future time horizon, such costs will be
modest.14 If it’s the right thing to do, the bias should be to do it.
Getting the balance right can be particularly challenging when considering
members’ views, as there will seldom be unanimity. It’s also important to
recognise that you can’t simultaneously satisfy all members. For example, you
can’t both exclude investment in controversial weapons and continue to invest
in them. At a point, that’s above 50.001% and below 100%, it will be appropriate
to make changes.15

14

74%

will consider boycotting
brands or companies
who have not treated
their employees
well
Reference

13 “Actions speak
louder than words”.
p14 & Figure 3 of
our survey: Janette
Weir, The Key to
Unlocking Member
Engagement: A
Report for the DC
Investment Forum,
Prepared by Ignition
House, (DCIF, 2020)

85%
of members
were more likely
to try to reduce
their use of plastic

14 It’s also
important to
consider which
individuals may
be most impacted
as well as the
averages. However,
this should be within
the context of a
collective approach
which brings scale
and benefits subject
to not always being
precisely right for
each individual.
15 Subject to
practical issues such
as suitable solutions
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2. Ensuring you’ve
done all the basics...
and doing them better

CONTENTS
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he first requirement as a trustee – as well as that of a good citizen – is to
ensure that you’ve understood and addressed all the basics. That is to have
understood, and applied, all the legal and regulatory requirements.
The regulatory requirements for ESG risks have been rapidly expanding
over the past few years. Many trustee boards have struggled to keep
up. A recent UKSIF report commented: “policies on ESG factors like
climate change are vague and non-committal … and many have not
even published their policies despite their legal obligation to do so”16. But from our
conversations, most trustees are now catching up and looking to take the next steps.
What’s more, there is an increasing number of good practices emerging from
which good citizens can learn. This means the basics covered are not just covered
but completed in ways that add value rather than just comply. As with all legal and
regulatory matters, it will be important to seek advice to ensure that your approaches
are appropriate for your scheme, circumstances and ambitions.

The four basics that trustees need to cover in ESG are:

1.

Understanding
fiduciary duty

2.

Writing &
publishing a
Statement of
Investments (SIP)

3.

Writing &
publishing an
Implementation
Statement

4.

Setting the
investment
consultant’s
objectives

Reference

16 “Changing
course?”, (UKSIF,
January 2020)

For DC schemes, these are all due now17 which simplifies matters over planning for
future dates. There are a couple of future regulatory requirements, for an “Own-risk
assessment matter” and for Taskforce for Climate-related Financial Disclosures (TCFD).
These will be mentioned at the end.

17 Strictly speaking
by, or for the
Scheme year-end
accounts signed
after, 1 October
2020
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2.1. Understanding your fiduciary duty
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There are three elements of fiduciary duty for DC pension scheme trustees in
exercising their investment powers:

1.

For a proper
purpose

2.

As a prudent
person

3.

Allowing
for relevant
matters, and
no irrelevant
ones

The proper purpose of an investment power is to invest in the best financial interests
of the scheme’s beneficiaries. In practice, for a DC scheme that involves creating a
default fund to provide a “pot” of money for a member’s retirement and providing a
suitable range of alternative investment options for those not in the default fund.
The prudent person principle is for trustees with the “care, skill and diligence” a
prudent person would exercise… for someone for whom they feel “morally bound to
provide”. Relevant matters are what it says on the tin: those things that are relevant.
The best financial interests duty does not, as occasionally, quoted, require trustees
to “maximise returns”. The need to exercise prudence and to take account of relevant
considerations leads to a more nuanced perspective for the good citizen that:
•	Best financial interests align not only with the size of members’ pots, but also the
value of the future world to spend it in
•	Underlying investments should be stewarded to improve long term returns
•	Generally-held values of members can be a relevant matter.18

Reference

18 Which is not to
say that members’
views will be
over-riding, or
necessarily more
than a “finger on
the scales” but they
can be relevant.
Understanding
how to balance
these different
permissions, and
ensuring suitable
evidence for the
members’ views
would typically
need the support of
advisors.
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2.2. Statement of investment principles (SIP)
A Statement of Investment Principles (SIP), which needs to be
published on a public website, outlines the trustees’ approach to
their investments.

Reference

19 “Changing
course?”, (UKSIF,
January 2020)

SIPs need to include policies on:
•	Financially material ESG considerations including
climate change
•	Non-financial matters (generally member views on
ethical matters)
•	Engagement and Stewardship activities
•	The “asset manager policy” (which covers how trustees
align incentives with their asset managers and how they
monitor them)
At the basic level, the policies within the SIP can be dull
and vacuous compliance documents. UKSIF’s 2020 report
“Changing Course?”19 highlighted weaknesses in both the
disclosure of SIPs and that wording was often vague, with the
responsibilities unclear.
The original Statements of Investment Principles arose from
documenting good practices in leading funds – not as legal
requirements. Good citizens take the same approach and
use this as an opportunity to articulate how their beliefs are
implemented in practice. Five elements of good SIP policies,
which would also address the concerns raised in the UKSIF report,
include:

18

•	
Definitive phrases: “de-weasel” the language
as much as possible, state that actions “will
be” done vs “can be” especially when the
Good citizens
action is within the trustee’s control
take the same
•	
Be specific on actions that you will
approach and use
complete: the annual implementation
this as an opportunity
report will require you to review your
to articulate how
compliance with your SIP policies, so have
specific actions and remove any generic
their beliefs are
aspirations.
implemented in
•	
Be clear on expectations from managers and
practice
your selection criteria
•	
Be clear on responsibilities: describe what is
delegated to the investment managers, how any
delegation is overseen
•	
Explain the incentives for asset managers to align with your
policy: typically this will include a review of the manager’s
mandate as ultimately they are incentivised if they realise that
managers who fail to align will be replaced.
Finally, all the SIP policies should be implementable – as
trustees will now have to carry out annual implementation
statements (described below). So you should remove any
aspirational language which may be laudable but may create
challenges if you cannot show it that was implemented.
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An example of a good SIP
There are many examples of good practice – in particular, the ability to be clear and
specific. But these don’t have to be the preserve of large schemes. Rexel UK Pension
Scheme kindly allowed us to highlight some excerpts from theirs. The details of their ESG
policy is set out in an appendix and includes:
•	In reference to their training:
The Trustee has received training from its Investment Advisor on ESG factors.
The Trustee considered the research findings presented at this training to form
their views on the financial materiality of ESG factors as they apply to the
Scheme’s current investments. Based on their discussions, the Trustee believes
that these factors have the potential to impact the risk and/or return profile of the
Scheme’s investments. However, the Trustee appreciates that this impact will vary
between different asset classes.
•	Their stewardship policy clearly outlining the governance, oversight and that it forms
part of the selection criteria:
The Trustee will monitor and engage with the investment managers in relation to
stewardship activities as follows:
• T he Trustee will, with support from the investment consultant, review the stewardship
policies, voting and engagement activities of the Scheme’s investment managers
periodically. In the case of any specific issues or questions being identified through
this monitoring process, the Trustee will engage with the Scheme’s investment
managers for more information and discuss any remedial actions taken.
• The Trustee will also ask managers to attend meetings from time to time to present
and discuss their stewardship activities, which may include details of any voting
rights exercised.
• When selecting investment managers, where appropriate and applicable, the
Trustee will consider the investment managers’ policies on stewardship and
engagement, and how those policies have been implemented.

Note

For full details:
Rexel UK Pension
Scheme: Statementof Investment
Principles, (Barnett
Waddingham, 2019)
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2.3. Implementation
statement
Implementation Statements will be required as part of the first report
and accounts that are signed after 1 October 2020. Trustees will need to
report on the implementation of their ESG and other SIP policies as well
as on their engagement activities and voting. There will be a particular
focus on the default fund – and to report on its alignment with the SIP.
The disclosures also require an affirmation of the alignment with your
stewardship policies and information on your voting behaviour.
There are further regulatory requirements that have to be
included within the statement and your advisors can help
guide on these.
These documents will be public (on a website) which will
invite greater public scrutiny, particularly for large firms.
Whilst this statement is a legal requirement, it can be seen
as an opportunity. It provides the impetus for trustees to
Whilst a Statement
illustrate to their members the trustees’ ESG beliefs (their
destination), how the SIP policies support the beliefs,
of Investment
and then how these policies have been implemented.
Principles is a legal
Transparency can support dialogue and positive
requirement, it can
engagement with members.
be seen as an
As a public document, there may be sections that
opportunity
are written “with an eye to gallery” but even if not,
trustees should be aware that the “gallery” is quite likely to
be looking down.

2.4. Advisors’
objectives
Since December 2019, trustees must set
their investment consultants annually
reviewed objectives.20 Whilst not explicit,
given the focus within SIPs and investment
programs, a good citizen would certainly
include explicit ESG expectations within
their objectives. It’s important that the
trustees’ interest is clearly communicated
to their advisors to encourage their
proactivity and that this may also impact
their advice.21 Indeed, as a good citizen,
the trustees are likely to set, and annually
review, ESG objectives for all their
significant advisors, not just their investment
consultants.

Reference

20 “Investment
Consultants Market
Investigation:
The Investment
Consultancy
and Fiduciary
Management
Market
Investigation Order
2019”, (CMA, 2019)
21 All the items
within the Guide
reflect practices
undertaken by
other DC schemes.
If advisors are not
actively bringing
these considerations
to your trustees,
there is a clear need
to question why.
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These days, an overview of pensions legislation is not complete
without consideration of what other regulations are in the pipeline.
Upcoming ESG regulation includes:
2022 Own-risk Assessment: This will include a description of “how
the own-risk assessment is integrated into the management process
and the decision-making processes” and [the degree to which]
“environmental, social and governance factors are taken into
consideration in the investment decision, how the trustees assess
new or emerging risks, such as risks relating to climate change”.22
Trustees will need to follow TPR’s new single code of practice which
is due in 2020 but this means that action is not required until 2022.
2022 Taskforce for Climate-related Financial Disclosures (TCFD):
This is public reporting on climate risk management policies
and exposures which is covered a little further in the chapter on
metrics. This is not currently mandatory but the BEIS Green Finance
Strategy23 recommends that it becomes mandatory for the
large pension funds by 2022. Mandating smaller pension funds is
expected to follow a year or two later.

Reference

22 Anthony
Raymond speech at
Pensions Research
Accountants Group
AGM, (The Pensions
Regulator, Thursday
29 November 2018)
23 “Green
Finance Strategy:
Transforming
Finance for a
Greener Future”,
(BEIS, HM
Government, July
2019)
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 esigning your
strategy
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T

he strategy-related responsibilities
of the trustees rest in the design of
the default fund and ensuring there
is a suitable range of alternative
investment options. As a good citizen,
you have determined your beliefs and
clearly articulated, actionable, weaselfree ESG & stewardship policies. These need to be
translated into practice – and for both the default
fund and the range of options offered.

Considerations
for design will
vary depending on
whether trustees take
a passive or active
approach

3.1. The default fund
In a typical scheme, approximately 90%24 of the members will be invested in the
default fund. That is to say, they are passing the core responsibility for their investment
strategy and approach for oversight to the trustees, which is a significant responsibility.
As a good citizen, you will want to consider each ESG policy and review how they
are being applied. This is a rapidly developing area, so considering marketplace
developments and the potential for alternatives approaches should be an
annual exercise.
The considerations for design will vary depending on whether trustees take a
passive or active approach, and they will need to consider how best to manage
risks and access opportunities.

Reference

24 “PLSA launch
43rd Annual Survey”,
(Pensions and
Lifetime Savings
Association, 2017)
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Managing risks
In passive funds, the responsibility for the investment exposures and risks falls to the
trustees in their selection of the benchmark. There is an increasing range of options for
the trustees to consider:
•	Equity funds, and an emerging group of bond funds, can be aligned
with ESG and climate risk factors
•	Allocations that align with positive environmental and social
outcomes – typically measured in terms of the one or more of the UN Sustainable
Development Goals (SDGs)25
•	Exclusions: there is a slow, but steadily growing focus on excluding particular
companies, most commonly controversial weapons, then failing to meet the UN
Global Compact (UN GC), low ESG Ratings, poor social impacts (e.g. tobacco),
the worse greenhouse gas emitters (e.g. coal) or those that fail to actively engage
to meet stewardship targets. Notably, half (47%) of DC members believe there is
a red line already in place and that their pension money is already being used for
responsible investment.26
There are several challenges to work through in reviewing and selecting
ESG passive funds:
•	A broad array of different indices each with different strengths and weaknesses.
Almost all trustees need to select from existing funds so need to need to be
pragmatic in determining which can be the best fit.
•	Being bespoke means these funds are typically smaller with (slightly) higher annual
costs – and making any changes will also incur costs.
There is also the governance of the ongoing review and most appropriate selection
of the benchmark particularly to allow for the industries ongoing improvements and
enhancements. Ideally, this oversight would sit with an investment manager rather than
the trustees. Such a solution doesn’t exist at the time of publication, but discussions to
develop such solutions are ongoing.

Reference

25 “The 17 Goals”,
United Nations
(2020)
26 See p26 and
Figure 12 of our
survey: Janette
Weir, “The Key to
Unlocking Member
Engagement: A
Report for the
DC Investment
Forum, Prepared
by Ignition” House,
(DCIF, 2020)
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The role of the good citizen is to spend time working through these challenges to
determine what’s right. And then not letting “being perfect”, “better tomorrow” or “an
element of cost” paralyse decision-making. As a good citizen, if it’s a better design, if
it’s the right thing to do, then you do it.
In active funds, the responsibility for the investment exposures falls to the investment
manager. It is important to ensure the manager selected has sufficient skills in
managing these risks and to also consider how the benchmark and guidelines within
the fund may also influence its risk management. We discuss ensuring the skills and
appropriateness of your active investment managers in the next section, “Reviewing
your Equipment”.

Accessing opportunities
The business management guru, Peter Drucker, declared, “Every single social and
global issue of our day is a business opportunity in disguise.”27
Financial considerations of ESG aren’t just about managing risks but embracing the
opportunities. The transition to a net-zero carbon economy is estimated to require an
annual investment of $3 tr in infrastructure alone28, and the broader societal needs
represent further investment demand.
The trustees of leading funds are considering how their default funds can access ESG
opportunities. In particular, they are considering how their default fund can allocate
to opportunities that support net-zero transition or other SDG goals. Funds that support
and explicit target SDG goals, are often referred to as “Impact Funds”. These have
typically been illiquid, active long-term funds that are not regularly priced. However,
there are emerging options in active equities, fixed income and real estate as well as
some passive equity approaches too.

“Every single
social and global
issue of our day is a
business opportunity
in disguise.” – Peter
Drucker

Reference

27 Drucker, Peter,
“Opportunity in
Disguise”, (Drucker
Institute, 2011)
28 Mark Carney,
“The Road to
Glasgow”, speech
(BoE, February 2020)
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Case study of ESG default fund:
HSBC & the Future World Fund
The HSBC Bank (UK) Pension Scheme has long considered ESG and climate
risks. In June 2015, ahead of the Paris Agreement, the Trustee agreed its own
Climate Change Risk policy.
It then wished to incorporate the policy into its investment plans and
default investment strategy, specifically to fulfil three criteria:
1. Better risk-adjusted returns
2. Protection against climate change risks
3. Improved ESG engagement
By considering the use of factor-weights, and working with its index
manager, it was able to develop an approach that is expected to meet all
these criteria. Starting with the market cap, they overweight companies with
better value, size, low volatility and quality factors – all of which are expected
to provide better risk-adjusted returns. They then adjusted this factor-weighted
index to protect against climate change risks by reducing carbon emissions,
fossil fuel reserves and increasing the proportion of green revenues.
They excluded controversial weapons but then went further with an
innovative engagement exclusions policy, a climate impact pledge. This
identified the lowest climate governance ranked companies (84 at launch)
which become exclusion candidates if they fail to sufficiently engage and act
on their governance deficiencies. In 2019, it excluded 11 companies including
Exxon Mobil, Met Life & Subaru Corp29.
By developing these approaches, the Trustee aligned with its investment
policies and met its criteria. The feedback from the members has been
positive and it is hoped that the environmental angle of the fund will also help
engage younger members with their pension.

Reference

29 “LGIM steps
up pressure on
companies to
address climate
change”, (Legal &
General Investment
Management, 2019)
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3.2. A
 suitable range of alternative
investment options
Trustees do not have responsibility for a member’s overall investment strategy in
self-select funds. However, they are still responsible for ensuring that the range is
appropriate for the needs of their members and that suitable managers are selected.
The trustees are responsible for the ongoing monitoring of these selections.
Typically, the managers selected will also be in line with the trustees’ investment
beliefs. Within the self-select range, it’s important to consider the needs of members
who have stronger ethical beliefs or wish to have a greater emphasis on ESG factors. It
is impossible to have a range that can meet every potential individual need, but areas
that are typically considered are:
•	funds with greater sets of exclusions: it’s not possible to mix and match across every
preference, so a broad base that includes tobacco, controversial weapons, alcohol,
gambling are applied but increasingly there are also efforts to exclude low ESG
scoring companies and significant CO2 emitters such as coal
•	funds that meet religious or other common, and especially protected, sets of values
within their members30
•	net-zero aligned and climate aware investing
•	a greater array of positive opportunity and impact funds
Whilst these funds would typically go beyond the criteria implied in the trustees’
beliefs and policies, some funds selected may not fit the trustees’ criteria. Such
exceptions are likely to be rare, and the rationale should be explicitly noted.
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30 It’s not possible
to provide a
bespoke solution
for every member
so pragmatism
is required. This
is an area for
specialist advice
particularly given
developments such
as ethical veganism
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“Landmark vegan
case threatens to
disrupt pensions
industry”, (FT Adviser,
10 January 2020).
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A

s a good citizen, you’ve agreed the destination, completed all the
basics, and determined the strategy. Now it’s important to check the
selections for the strategy are suitable for their part in the strategy –
that you have the right portfolios (“equipment”) for the journey.
For passive management, this is a straight-forward process of
ensuring there is efficient tracking of the indices and management
of costs. However, there remains the ongoing surveillance of different
index options, and checking whether the benchmarks you’ve chosen continue to best
represent your beliefs and policies. Within passive management, there is also more
importance of the stewardship of the underlying investment companies – which is
covered in the next chapter.
For active management, more detailed diligence is required. The quality of manager
responses to ESG questions varies enormously. There are three challenges trustees often
find in the ESG responses from weaker respondents. They can:
• be too long
• contain too much jargon31
•	be not specific to your portfolio: instead, answers may refer to the firm as a whole, a
different asset class or even a sister company
To overcome these challenges, we have designed the 150 MY PORTFOLIO Plain English
ESG Questionnaire which seeks to be a simple, industry-standard that is:
• brief: up to 150 words per answer (and 4 pages in total)
• in plain English
• specific to your portfolio
This is provided in the Appendix. We hope that the title reminds all respondents of
these key facts! We’ve also asked for a summary of the answers as an aide-memoire,
especially if the trustees have several managers.
Fundamentally, the question for each manager is: How well are you managing the
ESG risks in our portfolio? Is this in line with your mandate and our SIP policies?

The 150
MY PORTFOLIO
Plain English
ESG Questionnaire
seeks to be a simple,
industry-standard
quiz for investment
managers

Reference

31 See also
comments on
“talking about ESG”
on pg 9
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Your advisors can help set managers’ responses in the context of the broader
industry. However, if you have several managers, or if you can compare them to their
key competitors, it’s usually pretty obvious who is weak, who is mediocre and who has
stronger ESG credentials.
Typically, ESG credentials are considered across four dimensions:
1.	Resources, policies and governance: stronger managers will have more
resources, better structured (governed) with more progressive policies
2.	ESG research: range and depth of data sources, innovativeness of analysis, and
effectiveness of integration into the rest of their investment process (not a tag-along)
3.	Portfolio construction: how do they oversee the aggregation of ESG risks in your
portfolio? There should be a focus on physical climate risks and climate policy risks to
underlying companies’ strategies (the transition risks)
4.	Stewardship and Engagement: do they help improve the ESG characteristics
of the companies they invest in?
For all the managers’ questionnaire responses, ensure they are being specific to your
portfolio and providing examples. Weaker managers tend to use “weasel” words to
give a better impression of something they might only do very occasionally. Weaker
managers also tend to drift off-topic, giving features or examples for other portfolios –
as they struggle to provide good answers for your portfolio. Both are warning signs and
the managers should be asked to update their response to be specific and relevant.
There are a broad number of industry bodies that investment managers can join. The
questionnaire covers some of the most significant:
•	
PRI: the UN sponsored Principle of Responsible Investments, which are
six principles with over 2,500 signatories representing over $90 tr in assets
• TCFD: Taskforce for Climate-related Financial Disclosures disclosure, investment
managers can show their support for these disclosures by becoming a signature
•	
FRC 2020 UK Stewardship Code: the UK standard for responsible
investment stewardship
•	
Climate Action 100+: an industry group focuses on engaging the
companies with the largest greenhouse gas business exposures

It’s usually
pretty obvious
who is weak, who is
mediocre and who
has stronger ESG
credentials
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How good are large managers at ESG &
stewardship?

A good citizen
would ask a
non-A+ manager
if they intend to
improve their grade
and if not,
why not?

Whilst it’s not compulsory to be a member/signatory of each of these, you should
find out why your investment manager has not signed up. Almost all managers will be
signatories of both the PRI and the FRC 2020 UK Stewardship Code. Managers who
are not signatories to both may still be suitable from an ESG perspective, but specialist
advice should be sought.
Unfortunately, being a signatory to these principles and codes doesn’t guarantee
a strong approach to ESG and negate the need for specific investigations. As part
of these investigations, it is helpful to consider the PRI’s annual assessment of the
manager’s responsible investment approach. A+ is the highest grade. Not all managers
will achieve this but a good citizen would ask a non-A+ manager if they intend to
improve their grade and if not, why not? This can be an illuminating discussion. It will
either lead to a promise to hold them to, or it will provide a deeper insight into their ESG
approach. Ask your manager to walk you through their PRI scores and explain what
they intend to improve and why they are not addressing the other gaps.

It should not be assumed that large
managers are good at ESG. The
ShareAction report: “Point of No
Returns”32 stated, “51% of assessed asset
managers have a weak approach
to responsible investment… No asset
manager we assessed demonstrates
leadership across its entire responsible
investment approach”.
The absence of any manager fully
meeting their expectations means that
a high bar was set. But trustees should
recognise that being large does not
necessarily equate with being good
and that every manager has room for
improvement.

Reference

32 “Point of
No Returns”,
(ShareAction 2020)
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eing a good steward of your underlying investments means engaging with
companies to focus them on creating long-term value through sustainable
benefits for the economy, the environment and society as a whole. These
benefits will be reflected in better long-term market returns.33
As a good citizen, it is therefore important to assess and consider the
quality of your investment manager’s approach to stewardship in their
selection and your ongoing monitoring. This is particularly true of passive
management where all the returns are from the market.
There are a boundless number of potential RI themes that can be considered within
the aspiration of creating sustainable long-term practice. Thus it is best practice, and
explicit within the UK Stewardship Code, to choose priorities to provide clear areas for
focus and measurement. These should be based on the beliefs and policies agreed as
your ESG destination. So together with the monitoring and basic disclosure
requirements, the steps for your good ESG stewardship are:
1.	Create stewardship priorities based on your RI beliefs and policies, and
communicate these with your managers
2.	Monitor your investment managers: quarterly reporting with an annual deep dive
where you ask them to specifically focus on the stewardship activities that they’ve
conducted on your behalf.
3.	Provide an annual engagement policy implementation statement including details
on your voting behaviour.
As investors through a fund, typically alongside other investors, trustees will not usually
be able to directly instruct the manager’s stewardship activities. However, you
can monitor the managers and probe them on your priorities. This ensures that the
managers are actively engaged in their stewardship commitments. There is also the
possibility of you expanding your influence and that by promoting and discussing your
priorities, these may become a greater focus for your managers. Thus you then gain
the influence from all your managers’ assets rather than purely your own.
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By promoting
and discussing
your priorities, these
may become
a greater focus
for your
managers

Reference

33 Ellen Quigley
provides an
overview of the
theory in “Universal
Ownership in the
Anthropocene”,
(2019)
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Stewardship beyond climate change:
spotlight on human rights

Reference

34 Currently, simple
tests for good
stewardship for
equity portfolios
on Climate issues
would include
membership of
Climate Action 100+
industry initiative,
supporting over
70% of the Ceres
defined Climate
change Shareholder
resolutions, and their
voting record for
the controversial
shareholder
resolutions at large
energy companies
such as ExxonMobil.
35 As an example of
a manager’s efforts
relative to peers,
Ceres provides the
results on support
for Climate change
shareholder
resolution for large
US asset managers.
Click here for 2019
results

Key features of good stewardship by investment managers include:
• Being a signatory to FRC 2020 UK Stewardship Code
• A clear recording system with targeted outcomes for each engagement
• Pro-active behaviours: particularly in influencing terms of new issuance
• Wide engagement in industry collaborations, preferable leading some of them
• Stewardship outcomes which are fed back into the investment process
•	For equity managers, there should be an active voting policy, i.e. one that doesn’t
act as a patsy for management and votes for appropriate shareholder resolutions.
Membership of Climate Action 100+ and ranking within the Ceres Shareholder
Climate Resolution table are good, simple tests of a manager’s approach.34 35
Stewardship of your investments applies to all asset classes, not just equities. Whilst
stewardship may initially appear harder in non-equity classes, in practice there is much
that non-equity investors can do – and they can sometimes be more effective than
equity holders:
• Fixed Income (Credit): company directors are often better listeners when they are
asking for money (to raise more debt); fixed income managers can leverage that
“listening ear” as well as seek specific commitments (covenants) as part of the
lending conditions
•	
Real Assets: there is a broad spectrum of positive stewardship efforts that can be
undertaken working with tenants and agents to improve energy efficiency, reduce
waste/pollution, and improve social factors such as improvements to security and
lighting.
Across many aspects of ESG, and stewardship in particular, it is important for managers
to work with peers. Managers typically cannot influence their investee companies
alone. “Lone operators” should be questioned carefully on why they are more
effective alone than as a group.

Stewardship does not have to stop
at governance, nor climate and
environmental issues. There is a broad
array of further factors that corporations
should consider and address.
A recent ShareAction report
spotlighted the impact and potential to
focus on Human Rights. As one example,
it stated, “The number of modern slavery
victims in global supply chains today is
believed to stand at around 16 million,
roughly the same number of enslaved
people as during the transatlantic slave
trade in the 18th century.”36
It found the general level of
engagement by investment managers to
be disappointing and provided practical
suggestions for the activities that they
could undertake.
The fact that managers are typically
weak in their Human Rights stewardship
provides an opportunity. As good citizens,
trustees can question their managers
on their stewardship in these areas.
They make a positive difference by
encouraging their managers to do more.
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Y

ou are all set. As a good citizens, you have determined your ESG
destination, covered the basics, designed your strategy, reviewed your
equipment, been engaging, and are travelling on your journey. So, how
are you getting on?
Measurement is a challenge in ESG. This is not surprising. In 150 years
of accounting, there have been thousands of pages of guidelines
and ongoing discussions on improvements and making them more
meaningful. And accounts only cover numbers. The efforts to measure ESG are much
more recent and they are typically not numbers – for social factors and governance in
particular.
Metrics within ESG are often proxies to the issues. They often cover an element of the
issue rather than the whole picture and also suffer from gaps where much of the data
is not collected or disclosed. This means that different approaches and providers can
provide different numbers. The disclosure gaps also mean that the numbers tend to
be biased – towards the larger companies (more disclosure resources), regions such as
Europe (more investor interest) and specific sectors (peer pressure).
So, measuring progress in ESG needs a heavy dose of pragmatism. Typically, the
precise choice of ESG metrics in the benchmarks for passive managers will be a
second-order issue relative to having the right overall approach and broader issues
such as costs and service. However, the underlying metrics and construction methods
of ESG indices are developing at a rapid pace as measurement improves and new
data sources become available, thus:
	For passive management, measuring your progress means reviewing the
effectiveness of your current benchmark against your ESG destination – and
considering industry developments if there are alternative benchmarks
that would better meet your objectives.
Given the current pace of change, this should be an annual exercise.



For passive
management,
measuring your progress
means reviewing the
effectiveness of your
current benchmark
against your ESG
destination
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In active management, you want to measure how the ESG approaches are being
managed within your portfolios. The challenges of ESG metrics means that there is no
simple number that answers this. There are, however, three rules that can be applied to
get insights into the quality of your manager’s approach:
1.	Don’t get hung up on the details: Don’t let the challenges prevent you from making
any measurement – but also avoid long discussions about gaps and relative merits. If
you have the resources, you can investigate what’s best for your circumstances. But
in most cases, it is best to take what your manager uses and have a highlevel understanding of their pros/cons when reviewing your portfolios.
2.	Focus on the changes, not the absolutes: weaknesses in the metrics,
particularly when an active manager supplements these with their
For active
own deeper diligence, mean that examining a snapshot is not
managers, a
typically helpful. However, measuring the changes in the portfolio
monitoring process
score – over a quarter or a year – give insights into the buying and
requires a pragmatic
selling decisions that your managers are making. This enables you
approach to ESG
to drill down into the depth with which ESG factors have been
metrics
reviewed and their influence on the decisions made.
3.	Review the controversies and lowest ESG scoring securities in the
portfolio: it’s the problem children and tricky cases that almost always
provide the most illuminating discussions.
If you have the resources, it is possible to extend these investigations further –
for example, to examine the top and bottom contributions to performance relative to
their ESG scores. Again, this gives further insights into a manager’s process, particularly
on holding of lower ESG scoring securities that are not performing well.
For active managers, a monitoring process requires a pragmatic approach to ESG
metrics. Focusing on relative changes and the holding of lower-scoring ESG securities
lead to insights into your manager’s approach.
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6.1. R
 eporting back to regulators and members
Consistently, and persistently, a spotlight on responsible investment has been found to
positively influence engagement. Our 2020 survey found 67% of DC members would be
more likely to engage with their pension fund, 65% would have more trust and it would
make 50% want to pay more into their pension.37 What’s more, there is a positive trend,
with each of these numbers higher than two years ago.
There also are increasing regulatory duties and expectations on reporting – which as
noted in covering the basics, will increase with the new Implementation Statement and
the upcoming TCFD.
The principles for communicating with members remain the same, and the same as
you would wish: be clear, concise and write in plain English. Beyond this:
•	Where possible, write the regulatory disclosures, and in particular the implementation
report, with members in mind
•	However, also accept that regulatory requirements do not always make this easy.
Consider a “Members’ summary” if the formal documents are long.
•	Use narrative examples and case studies to bring the discussion to life
•	Use metrics, but sparingly and with context. Show there are numbers but avoid
having endless, potentially meaningless, tables.
•	Do include ESG as an integrated part of your reporting on the funds, as a guide
consider adding comments on the ESG factors to every report that has more than
the performance numbers
•	Larger schemes can consider an annual report on the management of ESG and
Stewardship
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67%

feel that Responsible Investment
would want to make them engage
more with their pension and find
out more about it, up from
57% in 2018

Taskforce for climate-related
disclosures (TFCD)
Mandatory reporting is likely to start for
some pension schemes in 2022. Advisors’
help is likely to be required in providing
these disclosures. Those interested in finding
out more can read the Pensions Climate
Related Industry Group consultation report
and the HSBC UK Pension Scheme 2019
disclosures as a UK example.38
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House”, (DCIF, 2020)
38 “TPR statement
on climate risk guide
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40 “Members think
that Covid-19 will
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forever”, p9 and
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Weir, “The Key to
Unlocking Member
Engagement: A
Report for the DC
Investment Forum,
Prepared by Ignition
House”, (DCIF, 2020)

ife does not stand still. Whilst the UN Principles of Responsible Investment was
founded in 2006, the number of signatories has more than doubled since
2015.39 The ongoing legislative focus is also increasing the efforts and focus
across the industry. The effect is a continual increase in the sophistication and
choices that are available to trustees.
Society is also moving on. The DCIF’s previous ESG report in 2018 came out
just after the “Blue Planet effect”, which galvanised public efforts to reduce
plastic use. Since then plastic straws have been banned in UK, we have had the
“Greta effect” along with Extinction Rebellion leading to the UK government targeting
net zero carbon emissions by 2050 and we are now amidst of a global pandemic,
Covid-19. Our survey has shown increasing engagement in environmental and social
issues in almost every dimension. 82% of DC members believe Covid-19 will change
society forever.40
So it is critical to see ESG as an ongoing journey. As one summit is
reached, trustees need to scan for the next. At the current rate of
change, it’s important to have an annual deep dive into your overall
ESG approach to:
•	review industry developments and new product options
feel that Covid-19 will
•	review new legislative requirements, and scan for future ones
change society forever
•	reconsider every step of your good citizenship journey: is it time
to update your destination? Are your portfolios, your design,
your stewardship and your reporting all aligned with your
destination and your members’ needs?
Good citizenship is not an achievement that is acquired for one
day. It is the ongoing effort which will ensure that your members
have many happy returns.

82%
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Summary:
Steps from
basic to
Good
Citizen
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DCIF’s Good Citizen guide to ESG helps trustees move up from Basic to a Good Citizen level of ESG integration into
their DC schemes. The guide is set out as a journey plan in seven steps towards Good Citizen status:

1.	Agreeing the destination
•	Review the trustees’ beliefs
•	Consider the role of members’ views
•	Determine your destination
2.	Ensuring you’ve done all the basics
•	Understand the sophisticated
nuances of your fiduciary duty
•	Create weasel-free policies for your
Statement of Investment Principles,
•	Provide clear communications to
regulators and members
•	Set, and annually review, ESG
objectives for your service providers
3.	Designing your strategy
•	Align the design of your default with
your ESG beliefs & policies
•	For passive funds: get the benchmark right
•	For active funds: review your equipment (below)
•	Consider ESG opportunities as well as managing
the risks & ensure a suitable range of alternative
options for the whole of your membership

4.	Reviewing your equipment (the portfolios)
•	Passive management: continual surveillance
of the alternative options, focus on stewardship
•	Active management: investigate your managers
approach with a focus on your portfolio, specific
examples and their PRI assessment score
5.	Engaging (with your investee companies)
•	Set your own Stewardship Priorities
•	Monitoring your investment managers’ activities
across all asset classes: annual deep dive
•	Disclose your activity within your [implementation report]
6.	Measure your progress & report back
•	Passive management: compare your
approach with industry alternatives
•	Active management: beware of, but not hung up
on, issues in ESG Metrics; focus on the changes
and the “problem children”
•	Provide clear, plain English reporting for your members
7.	Review & renew
•	Life does not stand still. Keep track of industry
developments, revisit each element to remain
aligned, and in step, with good citizenship.
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We look
forward to an
ever-greater number of
trustees reaching, and
continually renewing,
their Good Citizen status.
The members of the DCIF are
keen to help trustees in their
journey to, and ongoing
responsibilities as,
good citizens.
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Appendix:
150 MY PORTFOLIO
Plain English ESG
Questionnaire
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Please can you provide brief, plain English answers to
the following questions, ensuring these relate specifically
to our portfolio rather than generic firmwide responses.
By brief, we expect answers of up to 150-200 words
(and up to 4 pages in total).
Additionally, we ask if a summary table of up to
3 bullets/50 words can be produced.
1.	Please give details of the resources you dedicate to ESG, being precise on which
apply to our portfolio and giving an outline of how longstanding they are.
2.	Please summarise the most important features of your responsible investment
policy & beliefs for our portfolio.
3.	Please summarise how you research and manage ESG risks and opportunities
in our portfolio (including the application of any portfolio “tilts” if appropriate)
4.	Please summarise how you research and manage climate-related risks and
opportunities in our portfolio (for both physical and transition risks)
5.	Do you apply any exclusions to our portfolio and/or do you have a list of
securities you won’t currently invest in for ESG reasons? Please provide details.
6.	Please give three examples of ESG integration, or intended tilts, (one each
for E, S & G) and where at least two have led to portfolio buy/sell decisions
(up to 150 words for each example)
7.	Please describe how our portfolio managers oversee ESG risks in our portfolio:
how are they monitored (by whom)? And how are new controversies addressed?
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8.	Please summarise the approach our portfolio managers have to engagement,
what’s most important to them and how the outcomes from engagement feed
back into investment decisions.
9.	For our portfolio, please highlight two industry initiatives that our portfolio
managers see as adding value to them (and why)?

The 300 Word Summary:
Specifically to our portfolio, in up to 3 bullets/50 words
please can you summarise your above questionnaire
responses in the table below:
Key features of your ESG Policy &
Beliefs

Key features of your ESG Research

•

•

•

•

•

•
Key features of how you oversee ESG
Risks

Key features of your Stewardship/
Engagement

•

•

•

•

•

•

What resources do you dedicate to
ESG?

What is your PRI assessment grade?
• F or your firmwide Strategy &
Governance
• F or our portfolio’s asset classes

•
•
Are you members /signatories of:
¨ PRI
¨ TCFD
¨ FRC 2020 UK Stewardship Code
¨ Climate Action 100+

10.	Are you a signatory or supporter of:
¨ PRI ¨ TCFD ¨ FRC 2020 UK Stewardship Code ¨ Climate Action 100+
• Please provide your PRI assessment grades for Firmwide Strategy
& Governance and the asset classes relevant to our portfolio.
• Please comment on any that are not A+
• Where you are not a signatory or supporter, please explain how you create
more effective support for the objectives of that organisation/code without
being a signatory or supporter
11.	Please provide a list of Responsible Investment initiatives you engage with
(noting when signed/joined).
12.	Please provide separately a short, plain English guide to your ESG reporting,
including a description of the metrics used, their strengths and weaknesses with
particular reference to data challenges. Please illustrate what reporting you can
provide to support our TCFD reporting. (Not included in word/page count)
13.	[Optional] Feel free to “tell us something you would like us to know” about
ESG. For example, you could highlight an area you think is widely neglected or
something you think investors should do differently. Feel free to be controversial
(Up to 1 page, not included in word/page count.)
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